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Abstract: Ultrasonic guided wave testing is an essential technique in non-destructive testing for structural integrity of oil and gas pipelines. This technique, based on the pulse-echo method, is often used
for the long-range detection of pipelines at any location. However, guided waves suffer from high
attenuation when they propagate in attenuative material structures and multiple wave modes due to the
excitation, which reduces the power of echo signals and induces corruption caused by coherent noise.
In this paper, a developed hybrid coded excitation method that uses the convolution of a Barker code
and Golay code pair is proposed and applied for an ultrasonic guided wave testing system to excite the
torsional guided wave mode T(0,1) in a steel pipe. The proposed method combines the advantages of
these two coding methods and increases the flexibility of code lengths. The performance is evaluated
by signal to noise ratio and peak sidelobe level of the processed signal. Both theoretical simulations and
experiments have investigated using the proposed codes composed of Barker codes and Golay code
pairs of different lengths and combinations. The experimental results show the significant improvement
of the signal to noise ratio and the peak sidelobe level due to the proposed hybrid code usage for the
excitation of guided waves. The values are further improved to around 32 dB and around −24 dB,
respectively. Overall, the proposed hybrid coded method for improving the echo SNR can benefit from
guided wave testing to reduce coherent and random noise levels and many other potential applications.
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Ultrasonic guided wave testing is an important method of non-destructive testing
(NDT) techniques because of its potential to evaluate the durability, the physical and mechanical properties of pipelines [1]. This method is widely used to test pipeline integrity
over a long distance from any location [2]. Different types of guided waves can propagate in
any bounded medium, such as the well-known Rayleigh (surface) waves or the Lamb waves
on plates [3]. An array has many transducers used in a pulse-echo mode installed around
the pipe circumference to excite signals in low frequencies of ultrasound at any inspection
location. The purpose is to generate a single axisymmetric wave pattern. However, guided
waves suffer from high attenuation when they propagate in attenuative material pipes and
multiple modes due to the excitation, which reduces the power of echo signals and induces
corruption caused by coherent noise [4]. Therefore, the excitation amplitude of input signals
needs to be enhanced to acquire featured signal responses.
For industrial purposes, many of these pipelines need to carry explosive and flammable
material such as oil or natural gas. The common inspection systems are not suitable due
to the high voltage (typical above 50 Volts) used by the pulsing circuitry. It may has high
possibility of dangerous to cause high-voltage sparks, even a potential risk to create a fire
or explosion [5]. The problem must be solved in a safe manner. Therefore, an inspection
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system operated by low-voltage ultrasound is required in these specific application environments. Another critical point of industrial interest is to develop an innovative technique
for fault detection in pressurized pipes. It is the case of the Transient Test-Based Techniques
(TTBTs). Even if in the last two decades they have been used mainly for water pipes, it can
be used for any fluid. Transient Test-Based Techniques identify leaks and other possible
faults (e.g., partial blockages, and pipe wall deteriorations) straightforwardly on the basis
of the measured reflected pressure waves [6,7]. It is worth noting that, with respect to other
techniques, TTBTs are very attractive since the duration of the test is very short and they
allow detecting also devious defects (e.g., partial blockages, illegal branches) which do not
give rise to any exterior sign. Moreover, small, but sharp, amplitude pressure waves allow
reliable fault detection [8]. Therefore, it is also necessary to use advanced signal processing
methods for improving the transient signal performance, such as its the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) or others.
Generally, there are many techniques to improve the inspection system performance by
increasing the SNR, such as wavelet transform, pulse compression and so on. In the case of
poor SNR, it is tough for wavelet transform to filter the signal coefficients in every decomposition layer effectively, which may cause the denoising failure [9]. The pulse-compression
technique is commonly used by radar, sonar and echography to enhance the echo SNR. This
method depends on a combination of cross-correlation with a reference signal [10]. There are
two modulation methods in pulse compression, including frequency modulation and phase
modulation. Coded excitation is phase modulation on a pulse. Takeuchi first proposed the
technique applied to medical ultrasound imaging systems in 1979 [11]. However, there are few
studies within the literature on coded excitation in recent years due to the time-bandwidth limitation of this technique. O’Donnell considered using coded excitation to ultrasound system
for improving the SNR [12]. Afterwards, the digital beamforming with signal compression
was used in the ultrasound system. Later, Jedwab and Parker gave a general construction for
an odd length binary Golay sequence pair of length 26 from a Barker sequence of length 13 and
a related Barker sequence of length 11 [13]. However, their work focused on the theoretical
research for coded excitation only.
Kim et al. proposed a combined coded excitation method by modulating Golay code
sequence with Barker sequence for ultrasound imaging [14]. The combined codes, which
are 3-bit Barker code, 8-bit Golay code pair and 3-bit Barker code modulated 4-bit Golay
code pair, were used in their ultrasound imaging experiments. Recently, Wang and Cong
proposed a new pseudo-Chirp-Barker-Golay (PCBG) coded excitation method for ultrasound imaging [15]. They used the Field II toolbox to simulate phantom and cyst phantom
of B-mode image. The research for the usage of modulated codes is the most popular in
ultrasound imaging applications now. In their research, the combined sequences of codes
have relatively low sidelobe levels and high main lobe level. Meanwhile, their lengths are
easily tuned. That means the combined coded pulse compression algorithm is practically
promising to reduce the coherent noise level at a higher resolution and SNR of the inspection
systems. S Hedayatrasa et al. [16] proposed a frequency-phase modulation method based
on Barker code sequence. This method enhances the depth resolution and the experiment
on glass fiber reinforced polymer demonstrated their robustness at various noise levels. L
De Marchi et al. [17] applied the Gold sequence to code the guided wave actuation pulses
for reducing the coherent noise caused by multiple transducers.
In this paper, a hybrid coded excitation method that uses a designed sequence of a
Barker code convolution Golay code pair (BCG) is developed to improve the echo SNR of
ultrasonic guided wave testing systems. The technique combines the advantages of these
two coding methods and increases the diversity of code lengths. The technique performance
will be evaluated by SNR and peak sidelobe level (PSL) of the processed signals. The main
contributions of this paper are presented as follows:
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•
•
•
•

The developed hybrid coded excitation technique is applied to the guided wave mode
excitation for pipe inspection for the first time.
The proposed method has been theoretically evaluated that has better performance
than other common techniques.
The experimental results that the proposed method has the best echo SNR and PSL at
various frequencies (30 kHz–50 kHz).
This work can be extended to other potential applications for a significant SNR improvement.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. First, we generate the dispersion curves of
wave modes at frequencies of interest and code generation and compression are presented
in Section 2. Then, Section 2 also illustrated the methodology and its superiority. Next, the
experimental set-up and data analysis are described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 gives the
discussions and conclusions.
2. Methodology
To verify the feasibility of proposed coded excitation method for guided wave testing
in pipes, the related dispersion curves of wave modes should be studied first. To obtain
the transmitted sequence and estimate the transmitted signal performance, the proposed
coded excitation generation and compression need to be investigated.
2.1. Dispersion Curves
When measuring over a long-range distance with ultrasound guided waves, the wave
modes are excited at a low-frequency range between 20 kHz to 100 kHz [18]. Guided
waves exist multi-modal orders and dispersed when they propagate along a cylindrical
structure [19].
There are three main families of waves in a pipe, which are longitudinal, torsional
and flexural. In these three families of wave modes, only longitudinal and torsional are
axisymmetric. Silk and Bainton established a nomenclature of X (m, n) to describe these [20].
The X represents a letter (L, T, or F, for longitudinal, torsional or flexural, respectively)
that relates to characteristics of the individual wave modes. The m is a positive integer
used to identify harmonic changes in displacement around a pipe or the circumference of
a pipe-like structure, and n is an index indicating how it occurs. In field tests, the actual
results are normally different from the ideal. Due to the imperfections of equipment and
the mode conversion caused by the non-axisymmetric structure on the internal material
or geometry, the actual received signal will not be a pure axisymmetric wave but a mixed
wave [21]. In addition to the multi-modal nature of guided wave propagation may also
exhibit amplitude dispersion, but this situation will lead the energy diffusion signal in
space and time at a period of propagation [22]. Unlike other waves, the T(0,1) mode is nondispersive over the entire frequency range, so the T(0,1) mode is often used for detection in
practical applications [21,23].
The effective characteristics of displacement shapes are generated using the semianalytical finite element method [24]. Figure 1 presents the group velocity dispersion curves
for an 8-inch (219.1 mm outer diameter) and schedule 40 (8.18 mm wall thickness) steel pipes.
Longitudinal axisymmetric modes of L(0,1) and L(0,2) are also a zeroth circumferential order
with first and second mode shapes, respectively. Non-axisymmetric flexural modes (up to
m = 1) of F(1,1), F(1,2) and F(1,3) are a first circumferential order with a first, a second and a
third mode shapes, respectively.
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Figure 1. Group velocity dispersion curves for a 8-inch, schedule 40 steel pipe.

2.2. Code Generation and Compression
Generally, coded excitation is an ultrasound technique that has been used for ultrasound imaging systems in medical applications. The improvement of SNR is related to
the sequence length. The features of the sequence of the conventional Golay codes and
barker codes is infinite and finite, respectively, [25]. Theoretically, the longer code excitation sequence offers better performance of the SNR but a higher axial resolution depends
on a shorter input signal wavelength. Therefore, the selection of the code excitation sequence length needs to be considered for accuracy and efficiency of defect detection under
different applications.
Currently, the combined code excitation method is only applied to ultrasound imaging
applications, and it has few selections for the combined code sequences available [5].
However, there is no existing literature and usage on the excitation of guided waves for
long-range distance detection at low-frequencies. In this paper, this developed technique is
successfully achieved to use on the guided wave generation and propagation for pipeline
inspection theoretically and experimentally.
Golay codes and Barker codes are called their specific lengths and sequences. The BCG
is convoluted by Golay code and Barker code, which may result in further improvement
in signal intensity and adaptability for code length compared to the convention of Golay
code pair or Barker code. The combined codes have an equivalent sidelobe intensity of the
Baker code used. The main lobe intensity of the combined codes is similar to the sum of
the main lobe intensity of Barker code and Golay code pair. Therefore, the developed BCG
code sequence covers the advantages of the two codes including a high main lobe intensity
of Barker code and Golay code pair without side lobes.
To excite a continuous signal, the BCG code needs to be modulated by a carrier wave
(a bit like a sine wave). Transmit beamformer and electrical device are to generate and
transmit the BCG coded signal. The electrical device will receive the echo signals from
medium. Figure 2 shows the workflow how to generate the BCG codes and compress the
echo. Firstly, the BCG code sequences are made by the convolution of the designed length
of Barker code and the designed length of Golay code pair. Then, the BCG code sequences
are modulated and transmitted to the medium to obtain a pair of echoes. Later, the echoes
need to be compressed. There are two steps to compress the echoes. The primary step is
to compress a pair of echo signals using the specific Golay code pair matched filter. The
second step is to compress the signals processed in the previous step by the fitted Barker
code matched filter. The compression result is the superposition of the processed echo
signal pairs.
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Figure 2. The process of generation and compression of the sequence of a Barker code combined with
Golay code pair.

A BCG code pair, BCGa and BCGb , are built using the convolution of Golay sequence and
Barker sequence and then modulated by a base pulse, as shown by the following equations.
BCGa (n) = Ga (n) ∗ B(n) ∗ S(n)

(1)

BCGb (n) = Gb (n) ∗ B(n) ∗ S(n)

(2)

where B(n) is a known Barker code sequence and Ga (n), Gb (n) are the Golay code pairs.
Defined the BCGa (n) and BCGb (n) as modulated BCG code signal. S(n) is a carrier sine
wave. There is an example of transmitted b3g4 (Baker (n = 3) and Golay (n = 4)) code pair
in Figure 3. It shows that the b3g4 code pair sequence is generated by the 3-bit Barker
code and the 4-bit Golay code pair. To obtain a pair of transmission signals, the obtained
complementary pair will be modulated by the sine wave.

Figure 3. The BCG code pair modulated by sine wave.

To prove the feasibility of BCG code, the theoretical analysis based on synthetic input/
output signals has been done. There are 15 different types of BCG codes to use for analysis.
Three different types of pulses have been used: a simple pulse, 7-bit Barker code and 4-bit
Golay code pair. The SNR gain is given by Equation (3). In this paper, the SNR gain can
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be calculated based on Asignal as the main lobe of different methods intensity and Anoise is
considered to be the main lobe of simple pulse intensity [14].
SNR = 20log10 (

Asignal
)
Anoise

(3)

The PSL is a key parameter that describes a code’s properties [26] and it can be
calculated based on the peak (Ppeak ) and mean (Pmean ) power of lobe pulse, as shown in
Equation (4).
Ppeak
PSL = 20log10 (
)
(4)
Pmean
The PSL of the different BCG code lengths are shown in Figure 4. The PSL will
decrease as the length of Barker code or Golay code increases. Both the Barker code and
Golay code pair are longer, then the PSL becomes smaller in theory. However, a longer
length of the transmitted code with an increased transmission period that can affect the
inspection resolution. Therefore, similar lengths of coded signals are compared to each
other to investigate their performance in improving SNR. Figure 5a shows the comparison
of theoretical intensities of nine types BCG codes. Figure 5b shows that a 3-bit Barker
code combined with 4-bit Golay code that compared to simple pulse, 7-bit Barker code,
11-bit Barker code, 4-bit Golay code and 8-bit Golay code. When comparing these codes,
the sequence of the BCG code has a significant superiority in terms of main lobe intensity
improvement. It is clear that the SNR will increase as the length of the code increases from
the results. In experiments, similar-length codes will be used as transmitted signals for the
excitation of guided waves. Generally, narrowband signals are used in a 5-cycle or 10-cycle
Hanning window [27]. In this paper, a simple sine signal is chosen to better compare the
SNR gain with other coded waveform functions.

Figure 4. The peak-side lobe level of different BCG codes from numerical simulations.
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(a) Comparison of the BCG code and other codes

(b) Intensities of BCG codes of different sequences after matched filter

Figure 5. The theoretical analysis results. (a) The 3-bit Barker code combined 4-bit Golay code compared
to simple pulse, 7-bit Barker code, 11-bit Barker code, 4-bit Golay code and 8-bit Golay code. (b) The
theoretical intensity comparison of nine different sequences of BCG codes.

3. Laboratory Testing
An experiment was carried out on a 7 m long 8-inch schedule 40 steel pipe. The transducers driven by Teletest MK3 system device were located at around 2.6 m from the front end of
the pipe. A detailed sketch of this experiment has been described, as shown in Figure 6. The
experiment had been performed by The Welding Institute Ltd. as shown in Figure 7. The steel
pipe was placed on roller supports. The received signal only contains two echoes reflected
from the each pipe end.
The experiment used a 30 kHz sine signal, variable bits of 30 kHz Barker code, variable
bits of 30 kHz Golay code pair and the BCG code pair at frequencies (from 30 kHz to
50 kHz) as excited signals. Guided torsional wave mode T(0,1) was excited by a transmitter.
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The experimental results were collected from a 7 m long steel pipe without any defect
and picked up the data from eight segments in a circumferential transducer array using
the Teletest MK3 interface. Due to the sine signal is relevant to the input waveform used
generally by the Teletest system, all the selected input signals are modulated by the sine
waveform as shown in Table 1.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of pipe experiential set-up composed of roller support, Teletest MK3
system and PC system.

Figure 7. Experimental set-up to use different coded excitation for the torsional wave mode T(0,1)
generation.
Table 1. The excitation sequences characteristics.
Excitation Sequence

Characteristics
Carrier Frequency (kHz)

Duration (µs)

Binary Code

1-cycle sine
3-bit Barker
5-bit Barker
7-bit Barker
11-bit Barker
13-bit Barker
2-bit Golay
4-bit Golay
8-bit Golay
16-bit Golay

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

33
100
160
230
360
430
66
132
264
528

6-bit b3g4
6-bit b3g4
6-bit b3g4
6-bit b3g4
6-bit b3g4

30
35
40
45
50

198
171
150
133
120

11-1
111-11
111-1 -11-1
111-1-1-11-1-11-1
11111-1-111-11-11
11 & 1-1
111-1 & 11-11
111-111-11 & 111-1-1-11-1
111-111-11111-1-1-11-1
111-111-11-1-1-1111-11
121-1-21 & 12-1-12-1
121-1-21 & 12-1-12-1
121-1-21 & 12-1-12-1
121-1-21 & 12-1-12-1
121-1-21 & 12-1-12-1
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Figure 8 shows an example of the raw echo signal that is a 3-bit Barker code at 30 kHz.
This figure is a three-dimensional surface plot reconstructed from the echo signals received
by eight segments. The echo signals from the front end (FE) and the echo signals from
the back end (BE) have been marked in Figure 8. The cross-correlation results of echo
signals from the front end are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 contains the results of variable
bits of Barker code at 30 kHz, variable bits of Golay code at 30 kHz and the BCG code at
frequencies. It is obvious from the figure that the main lobe of the BCG code has the highest
intensity as expect. The BCG code ability to increase the intensity of echo signal is much
better than other codes.

Figure 8. The raw experimental echo signals of a 3-bit Barker code at 30 kHz from eight segments
of the pipeline inspection system. Notes: the experimental setup detail of the pipeline is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 9. Comparison of results for the intensity of the Barker codes, Golay codes and BCG codes in
the time domain. Please noted: The average power of the input signal for all excitation methods is
the same.

In this paper, the work forced on the echo signal SNR and PSL. The method could also
be used to investigate the information, such as axial resolution, dead zone, inspection range,
etc. Table 2 indicates the increased SNR and PSL of Barker codes of different lengths at
30 kHz. The experimental data show that the length of Barker code increased can improve
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both the echo SNR and PSL. Therefore, the length of the code needs to be considered when
the excitation code is selected.
Table 2. The SNR and PSL of Barker codes of different lengths at 30 kHz from the front and back
pipe ends.
Code Bit

Front SNR (dB)

Front PSL (dB)

Back SNR (dB)

Back PSL (dB)

3
5
7
11
13

16.7
19.3
20.9
22.9
23.6

−11.8
−14.6
−18.7
−18.2
−19.1

19.1
20.3
22.4
24.3
24.8

−13.3
−18.2
−20.8
−21.2
−22

The increments of echo SNR using a 3-bit Barker code signal from the front and back
pipe ends are 16.7 dB and 19.1 dB compared to the sine wave at 30 kHz, and the peak
sidelobe levels of this code signal are −11.8 dB and −13.3 dB, respectively. The increments
of SNR and peak sidelobe level of 5-bit Barker code are better than that of 3-bit Barker
code. The echo SNR is improved by 2.6 dB (FE) and 1.2 dB (BE), respectively. The peak
sidelobe level is decreased by 2.8 dB (FE) and by 4.9 dB (BE). As the code length increases,
7-bit, 11-bit and 13-bit Barker codes have a significant improvement in SNR. The average
increment of SNR for 7-bit, 11-bit and 13-bit Barker codes are 21.7 dB, 23.6 dB and 24.2 dB
compared to that of sine wave, respectively. However, the peak sidelobe level of these codes
has not significantly improved or even dropped. The reason for this may be influenced by
the overlength of the bark code.
Table 3 shows the increased SNR of Golay code pairs of different lengths at 30 kHz.
Due to the Golay code pair can eliminate side lobes, Table 3 only shows the SNR of different lengths Golay code pair. The increased SNR rises in lockstep with the length of the
transmitted Golay code pair increased, as predicted by the theory.
The values of the increased SNR of Golay code pairs from the front and back pipe ends
are almost the same in the experiment. From experimental results, the length of Golay code
pair is increased exponentially, the improved SNR should increase with an approximate
3 dB increment that is consistent with the theoretical analysis results. When the sequence
length of Golay code pair is 16, the improved SNR reached its maximum value of 28.3 dB.
Table 3. The SNR of Golay code pair of different lengths from the FE and BE at 30 kHz.
Code Bit

Front SNR (dB)

Back SNR (dB)

2
4
8
16

18.2
21.2
24.3
27.2

19.4
22.4
25.5
28.3

Table 4 shows the increased SNR and PSL of the 3-bit Barker code convolution 4-bit
Golay code pair at different frequencies. From the experimental data, it can be found that
the frequency of 40 kHz is the best operational frequency to excite the torsional wave mode
T(0,1) using the BCG code pair for pipe inspection.
Table 4. The SNR and PSL of b3g4 code from FE and BE at different frequencies.
Frequency

Front SNR (dB)

Front PSL(dB)

Back SNR (dB)

Back PSL (dB)

30 kHz
35 kHz
40 kHz
45 kHz
50 kHz

28.9
31.4
32
29.3
26.7

−13.3
−27.9
−28.5
−22
−21.7

30.1
32.4
33.5
29.8
28.1

−10.5
−24.3
−19.5
−22.9
−16.9
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The increment of echo SNR to the processed BCG code pair signal is 28.9 dB (FE) and
30.1 dB (BE) at 30 kHz compared to sine wave and the peak sidelobe level is −13.3 dB (FE)
and −10.5 dB (BE). Since the FE and BE echoes are basically similar, the SNR and peak
sidelobe level are also similar after echo signal processing. The increment of SNR of the
code at 35 kHz is 2.5 dB (FE) and 2.3 dB(BE) higher than that at 30 kHz. The peak sidelobe
level of the processed signal at 35 kHz is −27.9 dB (FE) and −24.3 dB (BE), respectively. The
echo signal at 40 kHz shows the best performance among all coded signals. The increment
of SNR at 40 kHz is 32 dB (FE) and 33.5 dB (BE) and the sidelobe level is −28.5 dB (FE)
and −19.5 (BE). The performance of processed signal decreased at 45 kHz and 50 kHz.
The decrements of echo SNR at 45 kHz and 50 kHz are 2.7 dB (FE)/3.7 dB (BE) and 5.3 dB
(FE)/5.4 dB(BE) compared to the processed signal at 40 kHz, respectively. The average
sidelobe levels at 45 kHz and 50 kHz are increased by 1.5 dB (FE) and 4.7 dB (FE) compared
to the processed signal at 40 kHz, respectively.
The intensities of the signal echos from the front and back pipe ends are significantly
increased after the echos are processed by fitted matched filter. The processed echo signal
changes significantly at different frequencies by observing the echo signals, as indicated in
Table 4.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of SNR and PSL results which contains all codes
designed in the experiment. Figure 10a shows the comparison among the theoretical SNR
results, the FE SNR results and the BE SNR results. Figure 10b shows the comparison
among the theoretical PSL results, the FE PSL results and the BE PSL results. The changing
trend of the experimental results is consistent with the theoretical results. The proposed
code method has a higher SNR in experiment results than theoretical results (especially at
the frequency of 40 kHz). The main reason is that the device sensor’s operational frequency
is around 40 kHz, so the performance of exciting and receiving signals at this frequency is
better than at other frequencies at a frequency range of interest. Meanwhile, From Figure 10,
the all results show that theoretical calculations are close to experimental ones, especially
the theoretical and experiential testing results of the SNR have a better agreement at 3.5
and 7-bit Baker codes 8 and 16 bit Golay code pairs, and 30 kHz b3g4 code pair when
compared to others (see Figure 10a). In Figure 10b, the PSL results of 3.5 and 7-bit Barker
codes due to their shorter code lengths, and b3g4 code pair at 35 kHz and 45 kHz have a
better agreement than others. However, it also shows that there is a distinct difference (up
to 10 dB) for the b3g4 code pair at 30 kHz and 40 kHz. The reason of that the higher order
wave modes appearance as a coherent noise level leads to the non-dispersed travelling
wavefield propagated with following some dispersive waves. The influenced effect for the
PSL SNR could be more obvious when the echo signal is received from a longer distance at
the operating frequency of 40 kHz (see Figure 10b) The relevant research and improvements
were investigated in [23,28].
Overall, the BCG code has higher intensity of main lobe and lower intensity of peak
sidelobe level than other coded excitation methods according to the signal quality criterion.
Based on these results, there is a good agreement between theoretical and experimental
results. From Figure 9, we can easily find that the developed BCG coded excitation method
for a pure wave mode T(0,1) generation and prorogation has more effective behaviour in
the circumferential direction.
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(a) The SNR(dB) comparison of different sequences of codes

(b) The PSL(dB) comparison of different sequences of codes

Figure 10. Comparison of SNR and PSL (dB) results (a) Comparison of the theoretical SNR results
from Figure 5, front side SNR results and back side SNR results (b) Comparison of theoretical PSL
results from Figure 4, front side PSL results and back side PSL results.

4. Conclusions
A developed coded excitation method, which combined the phase coded excitation, is
proposed in this paper. The method is successfully used for the improvement of the SNR
and PSL of the oil and gas pipeline inspection system. The signal performance of the echo
BCG coded method has been validated in experiments.
From experimental studies, some summaries are noted: the proposed method is a
feasible method to excite the T(0,1) wave mode propagation with its significant purity for
ultrasonic guided wave testing on pipes. This method can effectively improve the echo
SNR when the inspection system device transmits the wave mode T(0,1). The increasing
SNR of the BCG code has significant improvement and the PSL of the developed BCG
code is smaller than Barker code. The performance of BCG code is much better than the
traditional coded excitation without changing the code length. Therefore, the proposed
coded method, as a developed technique, is able to be used in guided wave testing and
many other potential applications for improving the echo SNR about the coherent or
random noise level.
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